Interest Rates, Inflation, and US Dollar – Oh My!

June 2022

▪ Fear of several interest rate increases by the US Federal Reserve in 2022 has led to a sell-off in global equities
▪ Concurrently, the US is facing inflation rates not seen in more than 40 years, adding to investor concerns
▪ The Dollar’s resilience continues to negatively impact Non-Dollar investment returns for US investors
Interest Rates and Global Liquidity

Inflationary Pressure for Consumers and Companies

US interest rates have been in historically low territory for some time,
and the monetary authorities (Central Banks) have added significant
liquidity to the financial system, following the Great Financial Crisis
(GFC) and more recently the COVID pandemic.

Bottlenecks in production and transportation, along with higher labor,
energy, and financing costs, all translate into higher prices for the
end consumer.

This environment has caused investors to favor risk assets, such as
equities, in order to sustain target returns. Interest rates are a key
input to equity valuation models. Lower rates increase intrinsic equity
values, while higher rates reduce equity values.
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The US CPI ratcheted up very quickly, with the annual rate reaching
levels not seen in 40 years. What was once viewed as a transitory
problem has now become stubbornly persistent. Even if inflation
levels off from here, elevated food and energy prices may be
enough to change consumer purchasing patterns, which could
additionally impact corporate revenues and earnings growth. For the
moment, higher wages have helped offset rising inflation, supporting
continued consumer spending.
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Currency Impacts to US Dollar Investors
US dollar investors allocating to non-US equities have the added risk
of currency translation. A strong US dollar will generally be negative,
while a weakening US dollar will generally be positive. Over the past
ten years the appreciating US dollar has resulted in an approximate
annualized 2.5% headwind. In the last year alone, it was nearly 12%.
As currency trends tend to run in long cycles, a reversal in the current
US dollar trend could favor non-US investments.
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The amount of liquidity added to the US financial system has been
significant. Prior to the GFC, total assets on the US Federal Reserve
system’s balance sheet were just under $1 trillion, today that number
is nearly $9 trillion. Since the GFC, monetary stimulus injected into the
US financial system is up approximately 10x.
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The US Federal Reserve is in the process of reducing the size of its
balance sheet while simultaneously increasing interest rates. Despite
the near-term volatility with rising interest rates and the right-sizing of
the Fed’s balance sheet, we still see long-term opportunities for
equities. The near-term outlook for corporate earnings remains solid
and price/earnings multiples have moderated.
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ACG’s Position

Interest rate/balance sheet normalization, inflation, war, and the
impact of a strong US dollar are a lot for investors to digest. Timing the
market has proven to be a difficult and costly exercise, however
ACG believes adhering to long-term, strategic asset allocation
targets is the best way to navigate this challenging environment.
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Disclosures and Legal Notice
The views expressed herein are those of Asset Consulting Group (ACG). They are subject to change at any time. These views do not necessarily reflect the opinions
of any other firm.
This report was prepared by ACG for you at your request. Although the information presented herein has been obtained from and is based upon sources ACG
believes to be reliable, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of that information. Accordingly, ACG does
not itself endorse or guarantee, and does not itself assume liability whatsoever for, the accuracy or reliability of any third party data or the financial information
contained herein.
Certain information herein constitutes forward-looking statements, which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”,
“project”, “estimate”, or any variations thereof. As a result of various uncertainties and actual events, including those discussed herein, actual results or
performance of a particular investment strategy may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, you
should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making investment decisions. ACG has no duty to update or amend such forward-looking statements.
The information presented herein is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase a security.
Please be aware that there are inherent limitations to all financial models, including Monte Carlo Simulations. Monte Carlo Simulations are a tool used to analyze a
range of possible outcomes and assist in making educated asset allocation decisions. Monte Carlo Simulations cannot predict the future or eliminate investment
risk. The output of the Monte Carlo Simulation is based on ACG’s capital market assumptions that are derived from proprietary models based upon well-recognized
financial principles and reasonable estimates about relevant future market conditions. Capital market assumptions based on other models or different estimates
may yield different results. ACG expressly disclaims any responsibility for (i) the accuracy of the simulated probability distributions or the assumptions used in
deriving the probability distributions, (ii) any errors or omissions in computing or disseminating the probability distributions and (iii) and any reliance on or uses to
which the probability distributions are put.

The projections or other information generated by ACG regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual
investment results and are not guarantees of future results. Judgments and approximations are a necessary and integral part of constructing projected returns. Any
estimate of what could have been an investment strategy’s performance is likely to differ from what the strategy would actually have yielded had it been in
existence during the relevant period. The source and use of data and the arithmetic operations used for calculating projected returns may be incorrect,
inappropriate, flawed or otherwise deficient.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Given the inherent volatility of the securities markets, you should not assume that your investments will
experience returns comparable to those shown in the analysis contained in this report. For example, market and economic conditions may change in the future
producing materially different results than those shown included in the analysis contained in this report. Any comparison to an index is for comparative purposes
only. An investment cannot be made directly into an index. Indices are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees.
This report is distributed with the understanding that it is not rendering accounting, legal or tax advice. Please consult your legal or tax advisor concerning such
matters. No assurance can be given that the investment objectives described herein will be achieved and investment results may vary substantially on a quarterly,
annual or other periodic basis. There is no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information.

© 2022 Asset Consulting Group. All Rights Reserved. Asset Consulting Group is the sole owner of all rights, title, and interest to the materials, methodologies,
techniques, and processes set forth herein, including any and all intellectual property rights. No part of this document may be reproduced, stored, or transmitted
by any means without the express written consent of Asset Consulting Group.
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